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Swiss Day

Engineering and Construction Jury

Tuesday, July 8th, the country area was occupied
by the Swiss. After the inauguration by René
Husler, Lucerne University of Applied Sciences /
Engineering & Architecture‘s headmaster and a
speech of Walter Steinmann, Swiss Federal Office
of Energy’s manager, the Cokléa saxophone
quartet has presented a musical adaptation of
the “Your+” Swiss project. Activities (magic show,
etc.) and a giant baby-foot tournament were
organized by the Lucerne team competitors.
Then, from 7:30 to 9:00 PM, the crowd enjoyed
a pop concert by the Swiss band Daliah.

On Wednesday, July 9, the jury composed of
Evelyne Osmani, Yves Weinand and chaired
by Alain Maugard, handed the prizes of the
Engineering and construction contest to the
team Mexico Unam for their prototype “Casa”.
Congratulations also to the team Chiba University
for RenaiHouse and to the team FENIX for Casa
FENIX which arrive in the second and third
position. This jury estimates the global features
of the habitat, its structure, envelope, electric
system, plumbing and photovoltaic panels.

«Vivez la ville en direct» application by
Schneider Electric
Our Diamond partner Schneider Electric
experiments innovative solutions in housings to
better manage the energy consumptions and
improve the comfort. Schneider Electric helps
2/3 of competing teams, which is 13 different
projects, in the domains of the energy production,
engineering and training of the students.
Thanks to the application «Smart City Live «,
Schneider Electric integrates smart grid into the
eco-district. It provides energy to prototypes and
takes with more than a million data feedback per
day. They are available on the application where
we can also find the technical descriptions of
houses, some data comparisons (temperatures,
energy production and energy consumption) with
the standards of the ADEME (environment and
energy management agency), but also the energy
quality, several time lapses of the construction
phase, the number of visitors and a lot more.
www.solardecathlon2014.fr

Passive Day
The prototypes took a small break: there were
no visits on Monday, July 7. The houses were
closed to the public to switch off the active
systems such as pumps, ventilators, or electric
circuits that help maintain the inner comfort.
The goal was to take precise measures (energy
consumption, temperature, humidity, air quality)
without any outside influence. The Passive Day
actually takes place on two days and one night.
On Tuesday, July 8, the measures continued but
the prototypes were open to the public once more!
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A «must» for all players and industries in sustainable
housing and renewable energies.

